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Where the dragon came from, nobody knows. It may have 
flown down from the torrid north, up from the icy south, 
east across the endless red deserts of Hethria, or west over 
the bulging blue eyeball of Nerrys'yr, the Peaceful Ocean. 
Whatever its origins, most people were sorry that it fell 
upon Everran, which was not only a small kingdom but 
prosperous, and not only a prosperous land but a contented 
one. They may have felt such a place should be dragon­
proof as well as extraordinary. 
As dragons go it was quite ordinary. That is, it was 
longer than an ocean-going ship, black, mail-clad, claw-toed, 
fire-breathing, winged, and ravenous. Or silver, fire-breathing, 
crested with stings, bearing a scorpion's tail, and ravenous. 
Or molten gold, crocodile-legged, fire-breathing, winged, 
clawed, possessing eyes that spellbound its prey before the 
teeth dismembered him. And ravenous. Always ravenous. 
These descriptions come from eyewitnesses, or, at least, 
those who left at speed from a safe distance. No one close 
enough for accuracy survived. 
Which brings me into this song: my name is Harran, and 
for three years before the dragon came I was hearthbard to the 
Everran kings. Being hearthbard, I am naturally a harper, 
which as naturally means, lore-keeper: the guardian of past 
and present, to whom truth is a sacred trust. I shall have cause 
to remember that, before this song ends. But I pledged myself 
to make it, and the holder of that pledge shall have truth 
entire and unbroken, however discreditable it proves to me. 
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